
SID Heat Press 8 in 1

Datasheet

Specifications SID Heat Press 8 in 1 Combo

Color: Orange

21” x 18.5” x 19” (533mm x 470mm x 483mm)

Voltage: 110 volts

Gross Weight:

Mug Diameter: 3" - 3.5" or 2" - 3"  (75~90mm or 50~75mm)

Applications: It can imprint T-shirts, Ceramic Plates, Ceramic Tiles, Mugs, Mouse Pads, Jigsaw

The SID Heat Press 8 in 1 Combo is a multipurpose swing-away heat press. This fully digital swing-away press

Packaging Dimensions:

Puzzles, Fabrics and Other Materials.

Power: 1250 watts

Temperature Range:

Timing Range: From 0 ~ 999 seconds

Plate Diameter: 4.5" or 6"  (110mm or 150mm)

Flat Heating Area: 11.5" x 15"  (300mm x 380mm)

Hat Heating Area: 5.5" x 3.5"  (140mm x 85mm)

Warranty: One year warranty on entire press

Features:

boasts all of the digital features of the state-of-the-art control system. This includes Digital Temperature, Time,

and a Digital Pressure/ Height gauge, as well as programmable presets, user definable alarms and a host of

other digital features. The construction is a solid steel welded framework. However, the popular success of the

8 in 1 Combo lies in its instantly interchangeable system of heat platens and tables. The 8 in 1 Combo utilizes

quick-change attachments for heat transferring images onto a surprisingly wide variety of materials. This one

press has every attachment necessary to professionally imprint: T-shirts, Ceramic Plates, Ceramic Tiles, Mugs,

Mouse Pads, Metal Plates, Jigsaw Puzzles, Fabrics and Other Materials. The interchangeability of the 8 in 1

Combo is performed quickly and safely. If your product offering is going to reach beyond just flat & fabric items,

the 8 in 1 Combo is the superior heat press machinery solution. The mug attachment allows the imprinting of

mugs 1 side at a time. With dye sublimation transfers, full wrap images can be perfectly applied in multiple

pressings. The plate die platens feature quickly interchangeable components for allowing the circular heating

element to press inside ceramic plates. Also included is a template tray and pad for centering the plate.

Due to its swing-away design and wide adjustment range, the 8 in 1 Combo excels at handling extremely

thick items such as plaques, tile, woods, plastics, and other imprintable items that cannot be pressed in

conventional T-Shirt presses.

69 lb (32 kg)

From 32°F ~ 716°F (0°C ~ 380°C)

Combo
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